Solving the
“data-rich,
insight-poor”
dilemma
Best practices in analytics
and how to get started
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We have big data—now
it’s time for big insights
It’s easier than ever to collect and share massive amounts of data. But the
real challenge remains: how can you parlay that information into greater
student and institutional success? How can you avoid being data-rich but
insight-poor?
The reasons for this predicament range from practical to ethical, technological
to cultural. It’s time to tackle these challenges in order to offer more students
better access to higher quality education.
Many institutions are starting down this path—figuring out how to harness
the potential of big data while ensuring their data can be trusted and their
constituents are using it the right way. As they test and measure these efforts,
we see clear best practices emerging.
This e-book offers three strategies that are essential to creating an effective
analytics function—one that transforms decision-making and quality at every
level of your institution.

Ovum’s ICTEI 2018/19 Global: Education survey
revealed that analytics is
the most popular project
for institutions globally:
61% of respondents
indicated it ranks among
their top-three IT projects
for 2018/19.

1 Data with Purpose: Developing data maturity and analytics strategies for cross-institutional insights, Joyce Kim, 25 June 2019.
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24% of respondents
ranked it as their number
one priority.1

Start in the right place
You can’t build a successful analytics program without first knowing what information you’re trying
to learn—and, more importantly, the outcome you’ll be able to achieve once you have it.
In other words, start with the strategic “Why do I need it?” before moving to the practical “How
do I build it?” The practical challenges are formidable, and you’ll gain far greater buy-in if the
outcomes are clear and compelling.
Consider social media. Students share an incredible amount of information on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram, as well as oncampus discussion boards, help center chats, and
learning management systems. But before you ask how to collect it, consider how you’ll
use it. For example, “Could we improve retention by looking more closely at concerns
students share online?” Or, “Can personal details on social media help us recruit more
best-fit students?”
Once you’ve made the business case, you can turn to how to the first steps of
building an analytics foundation.

Start with the strategic
“Why do I need it?”
before moving to the
practical “How do I
build it?”
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Define the rules and make them
transparent
Once you’ve identified the outcomes you want to achieve, it’s time to consider how to access
the data required to power your analytics. If you have many diverse systems, connecting the
data within these systems can be a common barrier to entry for analytics.
The Ellucian Ethos platform provides data models and integration capabilities that connect
your Ellucian solutions with third-party applications. You can even connect your own
systems to Ethos. All of these connected systems can then contribute data to a robust
analytics platform to deliver the insights you need to drive your outcomes.

Four steps to get started:
Classify campus-wide data
Establish a secure data training program
Document domain usage
Develop a mindset for data as an institutional asset
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Make data relevant and
approachable for users
Adoption of business intelligence tools remains low at many institutions, largely because of a
widespread reliance on old legacy architecture. Data capture and reporting are compromised.
Information is stuck in silos. User interfaces are confusing and difficult to navigate. Data is
hard to find and even harder to integrate in new and strategic ways. And often, information is
unreliable or incomplete.
Transforming the user experience—making data approachable and relevant to the
outcomes each user is trying to achieve—should be one of your top priorities. So
what defines a modern user experience with analytics?
Ultimately, you want every staff and faculty member to be able to easily access the
answers they need for their mission-critical work. That means taking big data and
breaking it down into bite-size pieces—each constituent getting the piece they
need to make the specific business decisions they face each day.

You want every staff
and faculty member
empowered to answer
mission-critical
questions. That means
taking big data and
breaking it down.
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Achieving these goals will require significant changes in the way your
institution thinks, operates, and invests in data assets. Focus on:
• Integration: A single, integrated version of truth, with accurate data updated
in real time and a platform for integrating third-party data to enhance
insight and innovation
• Personalized content: Custom views and search results based on role or
strategic objective
• Effective data visualization: Interactive charts and graphs; deeper, richer
visual interpretations of data
• Self-service: A modern, consumer-like interface, with pre-built reports
based on best practices in higher education and the ability to configure
data without going through an IT or Institutional Research department
• Modern search capabilities: Users are guided not only toward the
answers they need, but to suggested or related content that can enhance
decision-making
• Predictive capabilities: Ability to forecast trends based on both historical
and real-time data
• Secure access by role: Different personas—from recruiting directors to
finance officers to chief information officers—have different levels of
access to data
• Extensibility: Ability to bring in institution-specific or additional data from
all applications
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Seize the opportunity to get
out ahead
Investing in analytics sooner rather than later gives you a significant opportunity to differentiate
yourself in a competitive market. In a 2018 Higher Education Analytics survey, which surveyed
200 C-suite higher education executives in the U.S., found that there is a clear intention to
continue to utilize data across most institutions, with 72% reporting that they will continue, or
expand, their investment in analytics in the next budget period.2
Once you have analytics in place, you can harness your data to go beyond operational
monitoring into understanding and developing programs that drive student success and
increased retention rates.

2 Ovum, Increasing Insights Across the Institution, Richard Palmer, Joyce Kim, Laurent-Olivier Liote, 15 May 2018.
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Ellucian Analytics
Ethos includes a wide range of capabilities designed to support a
next-generation analytics experience. These include deep integration
and a data model built exclusively to solve one of higher ed’s biggest
challenges—getting systems, data, and people to communicate with
one another.

Ellucian Analytics leverages Ethos’s open data model for higher ed,
integrating data across applications and surfacing it through an enterprisegrade, user-friendly interface tailored to roles. Personalized, user-friendly
dashboards empower administrators, faculty, and staff to convert data into
actionable insights that drive student success, institutional growth, and
operational efficiency.
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Ellucian Analytics
Visualize with intuitive dashboards and customized content—built specifically
for higher education—that include both favorites and suggestions for
additional views based on persona and domain.
Analyze with interactive charts and graphs, as well as the ability to slice data
by many different attributes—year over year, trends by college or program,
campaign/project success rates, and more.
Predict and forecast trends based on historical and real-time data, improve
planning for upcoming years, and enhance the learning experience.
Collaborate and share reports with key stakeholders, analyze trends, publish
insights, alert coworkers of matters requiring immediate attention, and provide
data to regulatory bodies in real-time.
Ellucian Analytics, built collaboratively with more than 50 clients and
partners, is designed to illuminate every stage of the student lifecycle and
campus operations.
Visit www.ellucian.com/analytics or contact your Ellucian Account
Representative to learn more.
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Ellucian is the market leader charting the digital future of higher education with
a portfolio of cloud-ready technology solutions and services. From student
recruitment to workforce analytics; from fundraising opportunities to alumni
engagement; Ellucian’s comprehensive suite of data-rich tools gives colleges
and universities the information they need to lead with confidence.
Working with a community of more than 2,550 institutions in over 50 countries,
Ellucian keeps innovating as higher education keeps evolving. Drawing on its
comprehensive higher education business acumen and suite of services,
Ellucian guides its customers through manageable, sustainable digital
transformation—so that every type of institution and student can thrive in
today’s fast-changing landscape.

To find out what’s next in higher education solutions
and services, visit Ellucian at www.ellucian.com
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